Selection of aptamers against pathogenic bacteria and their diagnostics application.
Aptamers are short nucleotide sequences which can specifically bind to a variety of targets with high affinity. They are identified and selected via systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX). Compared to antibodies, aptamers offer several advantages including easy labeling, high stability and lower cost. Those advantages make it possible to be a potential for use as a recognition probe to replace antibody in the diagnostic field. This article is intended to provide a comprehensive review, which is focused on systemizing recent advancements concerning SELEX procedures, with special emphasis on the key steps in SELEX procedures. The principles of various aptamer-based detections of pathogenic bacteria and their application are discussed in detail, including colorimetric detection, fluorescence detection, electrochemical detection, lateral flow strip test, mass sensitive detection and PCR-based aptasensor. By discussing recent research and future trends based on many excellent publications and reviews, we attempt to give the readers a comprehensive view in the field of aptamer selection against pathogenic bacteria and their diagnostics application. Authors hope that this review will promote lively and valuable discussions in order to generate new ideas and approaches towards the development of aptamer-based methods for application in pathogenic bacteria diagnosis.